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Learning Objective 
 

In this chapter, you
will learn about song
lyric.  Knowing some
figurative languages
and vocabularies is
needed to enhance

your understanding of
its social function and
the message it gives.

BE : 3.9/4.9/2/4.9



ARRANGE THESE SENTENCES BELOW!

The one you love

The visions that you saw

Well, the time is drawing near now

You’ll find your place beside

BEFORE LEARNING

In learning you will teach

Oh, and all the things you dreamed of

And in teaching 

you will learnIt’s yours to claim at all

When you finish arranging, analyze those sentences by answering these questions.

1. Do you understand the meaning of each word constructing the sentences?

Explain your answer, especially if your answer is no.

2. What kind of language is used by the writer to express his/her feeling?

3. What are probably those sentences a part of?

WHILST LEARNING
To understand the message from the song lyric, you had better learn some
figurative languages commonly used. So, open this: https://hedwigbooks.com/
and choose Figurative Language.

Activity One

This activity helps you to interpret a song lyric. Here is a song lyric. Read it

well, then choose the appropriate meaning of the colored sentence.

IF I NEVER KNEW YOU

Jon Secada, Shanice

If I never knew you

If I never felt this

love

I would have no

inkling of

How precious life

can be

And if I never held

you

I would never have a

clue

How at last I find in

you

The missing part of

me

In this world so full

of fear

Full of rage and

lies

I can see the truth

so clear

In your eyes, so dry

your eyes

https://hedwigbooks.com/


And I'm so

grateful to you

I'd have lived my

whole life through

Lost forever

If I never knew you

If I never knew you

I'd be safe, but

half as real

Never knowing I

could feel

A love so strong

and true

I thought our love

would be so beautiful

Somehow we'd make

the whole world

bright

I never knew that fear

and hate could be so

strong

All they'd leave us

were these whispers

in the night

But still my heart is

saying we were right

We turn the darkness

into light

1. If I never felt this love
A. Fortunately, I have this love.
B. I imagine having this love.

2. I would have no inkling of how precious
life can be
A. Now l lost my precious life.
B. Now I know that life is quite precious.

3. I would never have a clue how at last I find
in you the missing part of me.
A. The clue is that you are never a part of my
life.
B. Finally, I can find a part of my life in you.

4. I can see the truth so clear in your eyes.
A. Your eyes tell me that you are honest.
B. Truth becomes clear because of your eyes.

5. I am so grateful to you.
A. You have a good grace.
B. Great thanks to you.

6. Somehow we’d make the whole world
bright.
A. I just don’t know how, but we will have a
better life.
B. The world can be mended with the love
we have.

7. All they’d leave us were these whispers in
the night.
A. They were whispering these when leaving
in the night
B. The whispers stayed with us in the night.

8. We turn the darkness into light
A. We can make a better future.
B. We have ability to turn on the light



A. voice

B. flows

C. hope

D. reaching

E. miss

F. home

G. alone

H. close

I. way out

J. will

K. thinking

L. pass

M. wrong

N. doubt

O. bird

P. next

Q. emptiness

R. there

S. somewhere

T. worth

When you say I (1) … the things you do

I just wanna get back (2) … again to you.

But for now your (3) … is near enough.

How I miss you, and I miss you love.

And no all the days that (4) … me by so slow

All the (5)… inside me (6) … all around

And there's no (7) ….

I'm just (8) … so much of you.

There was never any (9) ….

I can wait forever if you say you'll be (10) … too.

I can wait forever if you (11) ….

I know it's (12) … it all to spend my life (13) … with you.

When it looked as though my life was (14) … 

You took my love and gave it (15) … to belong.

I'll be here when (16) … is out of sight.

I just wish that I was (17) … to you tonight.

And oh, I'll be (18) … for you even though

You'll be somewhere else, my love.

We'll go like a (19) … on its way back (20) ….

I could never let you go.

And I just want you know

I can’t wait forever

If you say you ll be there too

There are some missing words in the song lyric below. Put them into the
correct blanks to complete the lyric.

Here are incomplete words taken from this lyric. Guess the word based
on the synonym or the meaning of the word. 

Activity Two

Activity Three

Tell the whole content and the message of the two songs (in Activity one and two).

Activity Four



The world is (1) … 

The world is (2) … 

It's I alone whom you can (3) … in this

whole city

I am your only friend

I who keep you, teach you, (4) … you,

dress you

I who look upon you without (5) … 

How can I (6) … you, boy, unless you

Always stay in here

Away in here

Remember what I taught you,

Quasimodo

You are (7) …

I am (7) …

And you are ugly

And I am ugly

And these are crimes

For which the world

Shows little (8) … 

You do not (9) … 

You are my one (10) … 

Out there they'll (11) … you

As a monster

I am a monster

Out there they will hate

And (12) … and jeer

Only a monster

Why invite their calumny

And consternation?

Stay in here

Be (13) … to me 

Grateful to me (I'm grateful)

Do as I say

(14) … 

And stay

In here

Safe behind these windows and these

(15) … of stone

Gazing at the people down below me

All my life I watch them as I hide up

here alone

Hungry for the histories they show me

All my life I (16) … their faces

1. – R - - L = extremely unkind and

causing pain to others.

2. W - - K - - = morally wrong and

bad

3. – R – S - = believe

4. F - - D = give food

5. F - - R = being frightened

6. – R – T - - - = keep someone safe

7. D - - - R - - D = not normally

developed shape

8. – I T - = feeling sympathy for

other’s difficult situation

9. C - - P - - - E - - = to understand

completely

10. D - - - N - - R = someone who

protects or supports

11. R – V - - E = say unpleasant

things

12. S – O - - = to show no respect

because other is considered

stupid.

13. F - - T - - U -  = loyal

14. O B - - = do instructions

15. P – R - - E - = a low wall along

the edge of a bridge

16. – E – O - - Z - = learning by

remembering.

17. – O – D - - = need to know about

something

18. D - - E = be brave

19. M - - L - - = a person who owned

a mill

20. – E – V - - = a person whose job

is weaving.



And stay

In here

Safe behind these

windows and these (15) …

of stone

Gazing at the people down

below me

All my life I watch them as

I hide up here alone

Hungry for the histories

they show me

All my life I (16) … their

faces

Knowing them as they will

never know me

All my life I (17) … how it

feels to pass a day

Not above them

But part of them

And out there

Living in the sun

Give me one day out there

All I ask is one

To hold forever

Out there

Where they all live

unaware

What I'd give

What I'd (18) … 

Just to live one day out

there

Out there among the (19 …

and the (20) …s and their

wives

Through the roofs and (21)

… I can see them

Every day they (22) … and

(23) … and go about their

lives

(24) … of the gift it is to be

them

If I was in their skin

I'd (25) … every instant

21. G – B - -  = the top end of

the wall of a building

22. S - - - T = speak with

loud voice

23. – C - - D = speak angrily

24. H - - D - - - S = not giving

attention on the risk or

difficulty

25. T - - A - - - E = valuable

things

Now, summarize what you have

learnt by completing the sentences

below! 

1. Mention some figurative

languages commonly used in song

lyrics!

2. Tell the social function of songs.

Closing


